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Docs for Change screening of Secret Trial 5, a
documentary by Amar Wala, was held on 1
October at OISE. It was probably just
fortuitous that this happened to be the same
week that the current Canadian government
decide to step up its Islamophobic rhetoric in
the campaign for re-election and up the ante
by backing that rhetoric with actions. Amid the
deliberately promoted debate about the niqab
(words) the government took action by
announcing, on the very day of the screening,
that it intended to strip Saad Gaya, a man born
in Canada, of his citizenship because he is a
convicted terrorist.
The following day, Friday, the Minister of
Labour and the Status of Women, Kellie Leitch
announced that an RCMP tip line had been set
up so people could denounce ‘barbaric
cultural practices” which were, of course, not
defined. However, no one is deceived; it
means ‘bad things Muslims are wont to do”. It
might have been a coincidence that these
events coincided but it was very apt.
The event was co-sponsored by Docs for
Change and the Trudeau Centre for Peace,
Conflict and Justice, Munk School of Global Affairs, University of Toronto. The lead fellow was Carolina
Alfaro and other fellows helping were Janet Duckworth, Elina Jabbour and Hasmukh Thakkar.Evgenia
Karakehayova took the photos. Wendy Wong of the Trudeau Centre and Noah Bingham, the film’s
producer also provided valuable assistance. Members of the panel who spoke after the documentary
was screened were the film maker Amar Wala, a graduate of the York University film program, Dr.
Graham Hudson, Associate Professor and the Undergraduate Program Director for the Department of
Criminology at Ryerson University and Dr. Stephanie J Silverman, SSHRC Postdoctoral Fellow, Graduate
School of Public and International Affairs, University of Ottawa, Adjunct Professor at Trinity College,
University of Toronto. There was a reasonably large audience in the auditorium at OISE and Carol and
other Docs for Change staff who worked hard to publicise the event must be congratulated.
“If you think I’m a terrorist, why don’t you charge me” -Hassan Almrei
Secret Trial 5, with great empathy and respect, relates the stories of five men from various Middle
Eastern or North African countries who have collectively spent over 30 years in jail without ever having

been charged with or found guilty of a crime. Using interviews, historical footage, effective graphics and
shots of documents, the film details what happened to them and why. The five have several things in
common: they are all Muslims, none of them is a Canadian citizen and they were all detained on security
certificates. A security certificate is a mechanism used by the Ministry of Public Safety and Emergency
Security Preparedness and the immigration authorities, to detain and deport non-citizens, including
permanent residents, who are suspected of being terrorists, human rights violators or of having
committed serious crimes. Certificates are prepared by the CSIS and signed by the minister. The
detainees are not charged, do not hear evidence against them, hearsay evidence is accepted and if the
courts, after hearing the secret evidence, decide a certificate is reasonable, moves are made to deport
the person.
“Nobody beats me but they torture me with cold”
The film gradually reveals the horror and illegal nature of the measures against these men using
interviews with them, with lawyers, with law professors and family members of the five. Some of the
men were arrested without warning and at gunpoint. They were kept in cold Canadian jails wearing
orange jumpsuits but no shoes. We see Hassan Almrei shrink from a man who weighed 260 pounds
when arrested to one who weighed 90 pounds less after he went on hunger strike just to be allowed to
wear slippers. We see the despair of Mohamed Harkat’s wife as she and her husband suffer defeat after
defeat in their struggle to quash his security certificate. We learn that Mahjoub preferred to return to
jail rather than suffer the slings and arrows of house arrest.
We hear the lawyers and law professors recount with amazement the flimsy and ludicrous nature of the
allegations against these men. For example, it was alleged that Hassan Almrei frequented restricted
areas in the Pearson airport. He was a cleaner, he had to clean these areas! One lawyer likened being
detained on a security certificate to be charged with murder but not being told who you murdered,
when or why. The camera flashes on certain words in documents; Osama Bin Laden, Jihad, Pakistan,
sleeper agent, danger to security of Canada, subtly revealing the clichéd mindset of those in authority.
“All persons are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to the equal
protection of the law”
-International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, art. 26
A moment of shocked but impressed silence ensued when the documentary ended. Then the panelist
contributions began and they offered so much information so quickly that my mind spun. I cannot do
full justice to their remarks because this blog entry would go on forever so I will concentrate on their
comments that speak the heading to this paragraph.
Amar began by giving an update of the situation for the five including the fact that moves are being
taken to deport Mohamed Harkat. Professor Hudson spoke of some of the legal aspects of the
certificate regime and how these compare unfavourably, in terms of equal protection before the law, to
a criminal trial process. He spoke of the protections the Charter of Rights and Freedoms is supposed to
give to any deportee if there is a threat of torture. He spoke of how constitutional challenges to security
certificates, on the grounds deportees could be subject to torture, led to minor improvements which
allowed the government to continue using them. One of these was the introduction of the special
advocate system.

Professor Silverman spoke mostly about detention of immigrants, how Canada does not abide by the
UNCHR guidelines for treatment of non-citizens. This says that children and pregnant women who were
held should not be held: they are in Canada, which has also often refused to accept refugees who have
UNCHR designation as refugees and does deport people when there is a threat of torture. She pointed
out several people have died in detention, including Abdurahman Ibrahim Hassan (Abdi), a Somalian
with mental health problems who died 11 June this year.
The panelists’ contribution sparked an interesting intelligent debate. Questions included: what was the
impact of the War of Terror and security certificates on detainees’ families and the trust the Muslim
community has in the government; why the government used security certificates and did not charge
these men as terrorists; were there legal ways to fight certificates; what was the effect of the security
certificate system on the special advocates; weren’t there constitutional protects to prevent deportation
to torture; and what was Mr Wala’s next project.
The answers were interesting, sometimes shocking and surprising: Amar said the Muslim community
had not given much support to his documentary, which has mostly been shown at what he called
“events like this”. I think that means to audiences 80% of whose members are white, educated liberals.
After 9/11, there was US pressure on the Canadian government to get tough on terror, hence security
certificates and other measures. As for not deporting to torture, Amar said it is known that the Canadian
government has actually paid criminal gangs and thugs to smuggle deportees into countries where it
knew they would be tortured. Professor Hudson said that it might be useful to the Canadian intelligence
community to deport a terror suspect to, for example, Pakistan, inform their counterparts in that
country so the suspect could be picked up at the airport by local intelligence agents, tortured and then
the information obtained shared with Canada. The use of security certificates and not the criminal
courts was possibly a reflection of the intelligence community’s influence on cabinet, not to mention
that it is much easier to detain someone using them, as there is no need to present evidence or presume
innocence. Dr Silverman pointed out that one of the detention centres where the five were held was
built with an orientation towards Mecca: it was built for Muslims. To the question about Amar’s next
film, he happily answered that he is making a short film about Deepan Budlakoti, a young Canadian-born
man with a criminal record who is threatened with loss of his Canadian citizenship and deportation.
Secret Trial 5 is much more than a well-told tale of the injustices suffered by five Muslim men at the
hands of the Canadian immigration services. It also deconstructs Canada’s portrayal of itself as a
multicultural, liberal, democratic society based on the rule of law. It shows the effect “racial thinking” is
having on Canadian society, a way of thinking that denies there is bond of common humanity that unites
mainstream (white) society and members of ethnic minorities. Giorgio Agamben, an Italian philosopher,
has suggested that governments can (and do) increase their power during crises, states of emergency,
when they can declare what he calls states of exception which allows constitutional rights, such as fair
trails, presumption of innocence, etc. to be rescinded. Some people are denied their rights or, as
Hannah Arendt said many years ago, they become people (like these 5 men) without the right to have
rights. Recent moves by the government, such as stripping Canadian-born Saad Gaya of his citizenship
and the threat to strip Deepan Budlakoti of his are creating a two-tier system of citizenship with one
tier, the “old stock” Canadians having more rights than the second tier. So where is our common bond
of humanity? Perhaps it was not so fortuitous that Docs for Change screened this documentary in the
first week of October 2015 when Canada’s view of itself as a protector of human rights, nationally and
internationally is up for debate.

